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ABSTRACT: The Santiago de Compostela Cathedral Archive possesses a manuscript titled Memoria de la Catedral de Santiago, written and illustrated with twelve drawings by the young Canon José de Vega y Verdugo
between 1655 and 1656. The text deals with his ideas the renovation of the old Romanesque cathedral, especially his plan for hiding the ancient basilica behind newly constructed façades, cupolas and steeples of new
construction, giving it a new external unity following the new European style, the Baroque. The author informs
us about construction techniques to support his proposals, which he learned in the Escorial monastery, in
whose seminary he became a priest (¿1637-1645?), and in the Rome of Bernini, Borromini and Pietro da Cortona, a city where he lived for several years, working for the Spanish ambassador Count Íñigo Vélez de
Guevara and for Cardinal Gil Carrillo de Albornoz, and where he was named canon of Santiago by Pope Inocencio X (1647?-1649). He also cites prestigious national and Italian monuments as models which, I am convinced, he knew personally.

In the Archive of the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela, a manuscript is preserved that was addressed to
the Chapter, written by the then young Canon José de Vega y Verdugo, with his ideas for the renovation of
the old Basilica of the Apostle, which the well-known archivist Pablo Pérez Costanti recorded with the title “A
Report from the Fabric Canon and Architect Don José Verdugo, Count of Alba Real, on the Undertaking of
Various Works in the Holy Church, with Some Designs” (Ynforme del canónigo fabriquero y arquitecto Don José
Verdugo, Conde de Alba Real, sobre realización de varias obras en la Santa Yglesia, con algunos diseños). In
fact, this document was discovered years before by the Canon of Compostela, José María Zepedano, author
of the annotations on the cover, who published two lithographs with the drawings of the cathedral’s façades
in his book Historia y Descripción Arqueológica de la Basílica Compostelana (Santiago, 1870). Some years
later, the archivist and Canon Antonio López Ferreiro transcribed for the first time a series of fragments from the
Report in volume nine of his Historia de la Santa A. M. Iglesia de Santiago de Compostela (Santiago, 1907, pp.
110-119 of the appendices) and published two photolithographs of the same two illustrations of the façades,
together with an engraving by Mayer of the drawing of the altarpiece of Archbishop Gelmírez. The full text of
the manuscript, albeit without the index, has been published on two occasions, once by Sánchez Cantón in
Opúsculos Gallegos sobre Bellas Artes de los Siglos XVII y XVIII (Santiago, 1956, pp. 7-52) and again by Miguel
Ángel Castillo in Las catedrales españolas en la Edad Moderna (Madrid, 2001, pp. 207-232). Finally, the author
of this paper has also published a selection of relevant texts exploring the Canon’s thoughts and the history of
the cathedral in volume two of Fontes escritas para a Historia da Arquitectura e do Urbanismo en Galicia (Séculos XI-XX) (Alfredo Vigo (coord.) Santiago, 2000, pp. 758-765).
In the case of the accompanying illustrations, twelve in total, they have all been published in my books Trazas,
Planos y Proyectos del Archivo de la Catedral de Santiago (A Coruña, 1999, pp. 109-147) and Planos y dibujos
de arquitectura y urbanismo. Galicia en los Siglos XVI y XVII (A. Vigo (dir.), Santiago, 2003, pp. 372-385 and 485505). Previously, Carro García (“Tres deseños orixinaes da catedral de Sant-Iago”, XIV Congreso de la Asociación Española para el Progreso de las Ciencias, Santiago, 1934, Madrid, 1935, pp. 302-311) published the three
illustrations of the cathedral’s façades, and Otero Túñez (“Unos planos inéditos del Archivo de la Catedral de
Santiago”, Cuadernos de Estudios Gallegos, 1955, pp. 337-344) the two illustrations of the baldachin. At a later
date, Sánchez Cantón and Bonet Correa (La arquitectura en Galicia durante el siglo XVII, Madrid, 1966) published the eleven most important illustrations.
In the words of the aforementioned Sánchez Cantón, the manuscript is “one of the few theoretical Spanish testimonies in reference to the Baroque style”. It is therefore surprising that despite the interest of this style in terms
of the history of the art and history of architecture in Spain and Europe in the seventeenth century, as well as in
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terms of the aesthetic currents and sensitivities of the time, no integral study of it exists. This may well be due to
the complete lack of references in the international literature about Spanish artistic literature. In effect, it is not
cited in the classic study on European artistic literature by Julius von Schlosser (Die Kunstliteratur, Viena, 1924),
nor in the most modern studies on the same theme by Lionello Venturi (Storia della Critica de Arte, Florencia,
1945) and Luigi Grassi (Teorici e Storia della Critica d’Arte, L’Età moderna: il Seicento, vol. II, Roma, 1973), nor in
the magnificent monograph by Hanno-Walter Kruft on architectural literature (Geschichte der Architekturtheorie, München, 1985), nor in the study by Karin Hellwig on Spanish artistic literature (Die spaniche Kunstliteratur im
17. Jahrhundert, Frankfurt am Main, 1996), nor in the recent compendium by the publishers Taschen titled
Teoría de la arquitectura. Del Renacimiento a la Actualidad (Köln, 2003) with a prologue by Bernd Evers and
an introduction by Christof Thoenes.
Even more surprisingly, neither is it mentioned in Spanish literature specialising in our artistic literature, with two
notable exceptions we will see later on in this paper. And so, it does not appear in Historia de las Ideas Estéticas (Madrid, 1883-1884) by Marcelino Menéndez Pelayo, nor in Contribución de la Literatura a la Historia del
Arte by Miguel Herrero García (Madrid, 1943), nor in the pioneering catalogue for the exhibition El libro de Arte
en España (Granada, 1975) by Antonio Bonet Correa and Emilio Orozco Díaz, nor in the extracts published by
José Fernández Arenas in Fuentes y Documentos para la Historia del Arte, Renacimiento y Barroco en España
(Barcelona, 1982). Neither is it mentioned in our stock of sources on Spanish architecture, an absence that is
difficult to comprehend considering the relevance of the last chapters of the manuscript from Compostela in
understanding the genesis of the Baroque reform of the cathedral’s fabric. Neither the Bibliografía española
de Arquitectura 1526-1850 (Madrid, 1947) by Florentino Zamora Lucas and Eduardo Ponce de León, nor El Libro Español de Arquitectura (Madrid, 1949) by Manuel Gómez Moreno, nor the Notas para una bibliografía
hispanoamericana de Arquitectura, 1526-1876 (Resistencia (Chaco), 1972) by Ramón Gutiérrez, nor the bibliographic compilation directed by Antonio Bonet Correa (Bibliografía de arquitectura, ingeniería y urbanismo
en España (1498-1880), Madrid, 1980), include any reference whatsoever to the reflections of Vega y Verdugo.
As I mentioned before, only two authors have displayed any interest in the Informe. Juan Antonio Gaya Nuño,
in his Historia de la crítica de Arte en España (Madrid, 1976, pp. 52-53), is the first to draw attention to this
document, which he describes as a “text of extraordinary value”, despite its “highly local” nature, and being
dedicated to a single building. In it he highlights the fact that it offers a graphic description of the exterior of
the cathedral prior to the Baroque reforms, that it describes work carried out on the interior, especially the new
baldachin that was intended to emulate and surpass the one created by Bernini in the Vatican, and that it
demonstrates the author’s focus on maintaining a sense of symmetry and proportion in all of his proposals, a
symmetry that he would then “brilliantly” do away with in the work he would direct as the Fabric Canon. Another twenty-six years would pass before José Enrique García Melero in his update of the compendium of
Spanish artistic literature, titled Literatura Española sobre Artes Plásticas (vol.I, Bibliografía impresa en España
entre los siglos XVI y XVII, Madrid, 2002, p. 121) would again include the text by the Canon due to its “great interest” in describing the mediaeval exterior of the cathedral before the renovation work commenced.
Both authors probably knew about its existence, as previously two academics specialising in seventeenthcentury Galician architecture had published a series of first impressions about the text. I refer to Jesús Carro
García (“Del Románico al Barroco: Vega Verdugo y la capilla mayor de la Catedral de Santiago”, Cuadernos
de Estudios Gallegos, 1962, pp. 224-228), who offers the first description of the document, incorrectly suggesting that it was written in 1657 as we will see later on, and above all, Antonio Bonet Correa (La arquitectura en
Galicia durante el siglo XVII, Madrid, 1966, pp. 275-284) who classified it as being “of outstanding interest for
the History of Art”, revised the information provided by the previous author, supported the incorrect date proposed, and analysed the “aesthetic ideas” of the prebendary.
Since then, a number of authors with links to Compostela have made use of specific details contained in the
manuscript in their studies, particularly those that refer to the altarpiece of Gelmírez, the baldachin and the
facades of the Obradoiro and Quintana squares. Amongst these studies, the most interesting are by Antonio
Bonet Correa (La arquitectura en Galicia durante el siglo XVII, Madrid, 1966), Serafín Moralejo (“Ars sacra et
sculpture romane monumentale: le trésor et le chantier de Compostelle”, Les Cahiers de Saint-Michel de Cuxa, 1980), Xosé Manuel García Iglesias (A Catedral de Santiago e o Barroco, Santiago, 1990) and Andrés Rosende Valdés (“A mayor gloria del Señor Santiago: el baldaquino de la catedral compostelana”, Semata, Las
religiones en la Historia de Galicia, 1996). Over the last few years I have dedicated my work to analysing a series of unpublished aspects in relation to the Informe with the aim of publishing a definitive study on the report
in the future. As part of this work I have analysed mentions of monuments from the Court and its surroundings in
“Nuevos datos biográficos sobre el canónigo fabriquero José de Vega y Verdugo. Su origen, su familia y la
villa de Ciempozuelos”, Compostellanum, 2005, pp. 689-700; allusions to Italy in “Origen de las referencias italianas en el manuscrito sobre la Catedral de Santiago del canónigo José de Vega y Verdugo (1656-1657)”, La
Multiculturalidad en las Artes y en la Arquitectura, XVI National Conference on the History of Art, held in Las
Palmas de Gran Canaria between the 20th and 24th of November 2006, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, vol. I,
2006, pp. 499-506; references to the monastery of El Escorial in “Citas escurialenses en el Manuscrito sobre la
Catedral de Santiago del canónigo José de Vega y Verdugo”, Libros con Arte. Arte con Libros, Cáceres, 2007,
pp. 669-689; and the proposals for the re-opening of the Apostle’s crypt and the removal of the altarpiece of
Gelmírez in “Prolegómenos de una excavación en tiempos del canónigo José de Vega y Verdugo: el mito de
la cripta del Apóstol Santiago y el retablo del arzobispo Gelmírez”, Goya, 2008, pp. 200-216.
One curious aspect is the name that has been used to describe the document, despite the title of the Informe
entered by Pérez Costanti in the cathedral records. López Ferreiro would give it the much simpler title of
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Memoria and then Sánchez Cantón as the Memoria sobre obras en la Catedral de Santiago, with this being
the most frequently used title in recent publications. However, Bonet Correa, returning to the entry in the cathedral records, would use the title Informe sobre la construcción de varias obras en la Catedral de Santiago
and Miguel Ángel Castillo Obras de todo género en y para esta Santa Iglesia, the name of a dossier from the
cathedral archive where the manuscript was kept in the times of Sánchez Cantón. In this paper I will refer to it
indistinctly as the Informe or Memoria.
As such, the document is a petition written by its author to ask the rest of the canons who then belonged to
the cathedral’s Chapter to consider his ideas when evaluating the changes that were being planned for the
basilica. The document contains 48 pages that are stitched together, written and illustrated in sepia ink by
Vega y Verdugo himself. It is preserved in the Manuscripts Section of the Archive of the Cathedral of Santiago
because on 17 August 1672, some days before leaving for Andalusia as a result of having been appointed as
the Administrator of Vows of the Royal Chancellery of Granada, Vega y Verdugo visited the Chapter to bid its
members farewell and deliver a series of documents (Archive of the Cathedral of Santiago (A.C.S.), Actas
Capitulares (A.C.), leg. 627, fol. 258r.v.). One of these documents gives details of “a series of projects for the
progress of works on this Holy Church, containing eleven large and small projects with the corresponding advice for their execution, described on forty-eight pages contained in a dossier” ("...algunas traças para la
prosecosión de las obras desta Santa Yglesia, las quales dichas trasas son honce grandes y pequenas con las
adebertençias para ejecutarlas, que unas y otras se contienen en quarenta y ocho ojas en un legajo"). In effect, this “dossier” is nothing less than our Memoria, numbered up to folio 48 and containing eleven drawings,
as the description of how to lay the slate used for the work (which we will explore in detail later in this paper)
cannot be strictly considered as a project. The fact that he delivered this document to the Chapter some fifteen years after its creation indicates that its content was still valid, and was the guide used by its author in his
work in the Fabric.
As previously mentioned, the manuscript is immediately anterior to the appointment of Vega y Verdugo as
Fabric Canon, a post he held from 1 May 1658 and which allowed him to put many of the ideas contained in
the document into practice. Between folios 25r. and 26r. and between 34v. and 36v. II, the author expresses his
opposition to constructing a silver altarpiece on the main altar – the Chapter had contracted the silversmith
from Valladolid Andrés de Campos Guevara on 28 October 1654 to carry out the work (A.C.S., Comprobantes
de Cuentas, caja nº955-B, Escritura)- and his support for the construction of a baldachin, for which he presented two proposals. This means that the Informe is proof of a debate amongst the members of the Chapter
that occurred after the silversmith was contracted on that date, but prior to taking a firm decision in favour of
the baldachin and commencing work on its construction, shown in the documents to have begun after the
author’s appointment as Fabric Canon. This was declared by the Canon himself when he wrote that “nothing
obliges me more to write these pages than the consideration that in writing I will always be requesting and
contradicting, and only for this reason did I wish to have a vote” (“ninguna cossa me a obligado tanto a escribir estas oxas sino el entender que por escrito lo estaré sienpre clamando y contradiciendo, y sólo para
esto quisiera tener boto”) (fols. 25v.-26r.), with this discussion being the main reason that led Vega y Verdugo
to write and illustrate all of the text. The chapters dedicated to the architectural reform of the cathedral are
spontaneous addition written for the possible interest they may have had in the future: he makes this clear in
the introduction to these chapters, writing:
Although my intention was only to write on the works of the chancel of the Holy Apostle, having seen the
main doorway to the Church that requires necessary adornment, as well as the façade of the Quintana
that looks towards San Payo, I have not wished, should it become important at any time, to avoid putting
my thoughts into writing
(aunque sólo tube yntención de escribir la obra de la capilla mayor del Santo Apóstol, viendo la portada
principal de la Yglesia que neçesita de adorno preçisso y, asimismo, la fachada de la Quintana que mira
para San Payo, no e querido, por si en algún tiempo ymportare, dejar de poner mi parecer por escrito) (fol.
39v.).
This debate drew to a close in 1657 when the Chapter sent the Overseer of Works, Francisco Pérez, to buy
ninety-nine wagonloads of walnut wood “for the work currently intended to be carried out in the chancel of
the Holy Apostle” (“para la obra que de presente trata de hazersse en la capilla mayor del Santo Apóstol”)
(A.C.S., Libro 2º de Fábrica, leg. 534, data de 1657, fol. 35r.), which I believe refers to the new baldachin, and
particularly on the fifteenth of February, when the silversmith was dismissed and paid 200 ducats so that he
could return to his home in Valladolid “and not cause any more expenses for the Fabric” (“y no ocasione más
gastos a la Fábrica”) (A.C.S., Libro 2º de Fábrica, leg. 534, data de 1657, fol. 34v.).
Also, other details mentioned in the manuscript make it possible to define the date when it was written more
precisely, and correct the date given by other authors up to now. In effect, the text refers to three events that
occurred in 1655: I refer, first of all, to the allusion on folio 10v. to the old canopy from the monument to Holy
Thursday that Vega y Verdugo intended to hang from the vaults of the chancel to the floor, with the project of
the work he wanted to carry out in the building – the Canon refers to the altar, the tabernacle, the sepulchre,
the image of St. James and the baldachin – in order to study its scale and proportion: this offer is due to the
fact that in 1655, a new ceiling had been made for this monument, and the previous version was no longer
necessary (A.C.S., Libro 2º de Fábrica, leg. 534, data de 1655, fol. 13v.). Secondly, the mention in folios 13v.
and 17r. of a design for the new front section of the main altar sent from Madrid by Juan de Astorga, the
Chapter’s agent at the Court: this mention corresponds with the payment made by the Chapter of 700 reales
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for the design of this front section from its anonymous author in Madrid through the aforementioned agent in
1655 (A.C.S., Libro 2º de Fábrica, leg. 534, data de 1655, fol. 16v.). And thirdly, to the reference in folio 42r. of
the visit to the cathedral by Luis Fernández Portocarrero, Dean of Toledo and one of the king’s Chaplains, and
the shame felt by the prebendaries on showing him the cathedral’s chancel and transept with “such indecent
upper and lower parts” (“altos y baxos tan indeçentes”): this visit occurred on the ninth and tenth of June
1655, a Holy Year, and its purpose was to deliver an offering to the Apostle on behalf of Felipe IV, nothing less
than a set of exquisitely decorated wall hangings “for the chancel of the Holy Apostle” (“para la capilla
mayor del Sancto Apóstol”) (A.C.S., A.C., leg. 596, 1655, fols. 376v.-379v.).
Similarly, two events from 1656 make it possible to further precise the date of the manuscript. Firstly, when in the
section titled “On the nature of the tabernacle for the main altar” (“De cómo deba ser la custodia del altar
mayor”) (fols.19v.-21r.) Vega y Verdugo proposes the creation of a new one, offering numerous suggestions
and even recommending that a series of projects should be commissioned, in order to then select the best
(fol.25r.): also, he does not mention the new design by the silversmith from Madrid, Juan de Pedraza, who was
paid by the Chapter once again through Juan de Astorga in 1656 (A.C.S., Libro 2º de Fábrica, leg. 534, data
de 1656, fol. 32v.), which he did mention, as we have seen, in the case of the front piece. And secondly, when
in folio 35r. he demonstrates his indifference towards the Chapter’s idea of sending a model of the chancel to
the Court “so that they may see the layout, and accordingly outline the new work on paper (“para que allá la
biesen los artífiçes y conforme a ella traçassen en papel la nueva obra”): this model was sent, with the costs of
its delivery detailed in the Chapter accounts from 1656 (A.C.S., Libro 2º de Fábrica, leg. 534, data de 1656, fol.
30v.). In summary, all of these details make it possible to date the manuscript to after the tenth of June 1655,
the last day of the visit by the Dean of of Toledo, and before the end of 1656, in the absence of any more
specific dates for this year.
I suspect that the origin of the manuscript is connected with the appointment of a committee in the Chapter
on the thirtieth of June 1655, so that it would meet every week to study “the works required in the chancel”
(“las obras que se tienen de azer en la capilla mayor”), for which “different plans and designs have been
made by master builders from this city and beyond, and having brought Andrés de Canpos, silversmith, from
Valladolid, to work in the areas in which he is expert” (“se avían echo diferentes traças y diseños por maestros
desta ciudad y fuera della y traído desde la de Balladolid a Andrés de Canpos, platero, para obrar en lo tocante a su arte”). The Canon Juan Moreno was appointed as the chairman of the committee, whose obligations included “keeping a book recording all of the agreements made at these meetings, and any work carried out as a result” (“azer un libro donde se escriban los acuerdos que se hiçieran en dichas diputaçiones y lo
que se fuere obrando en virtud dellas”) (A.C.S., A.C., leg. 597, 1655, fol. 5r.). This book, if indeed it was ever
produced, is no longer conserved. Thanks to a later report, we know that the committee operated for at least
a number of months, although the extent of its decisions are unknown: on the sixth of February 1657, the Chapter ordered the committee to continue with its meetings (A.C.S., A.C., leg. 597, 1657, fol. 140r.). Unfortunately, in
these two reports from the Chapter, only the existence of the committee is mentioned, meaning that it must
have had a very short lifespan. Also, neither of the two reports give any indication as to the names of its members, with the exception of the Canon responsible for legal matters, making it impossible to affirm if Vega y
Verdugo belonged to the committee. Whether he was or not, what we do know is that his Memoria is the result
of the debates that took place there.
No texts exist in the Spanish and European bibliography that are comparable with our Memoria. Furthermore,
no other European building has a systematic project for its Baroque conversion resembling that of the Cathedral of Santiago. As previously mentioned, it contains the proposals of José de Vega y Verdugo for the renovation of the cathedral building. Following its index of contents, it offers his first proposal, replacing the lectern
next to the choir stalls with a new version. He then proposes renewing the furnishings and decoration of the
chancel, correcting the disproportion of this mediaeval structure; reopening the Apostolic crypt that he believed lay under the pavement of the presbytery; creating a new front section and a monstrance for the main
altar; reforming the tabernacle of Antonio de Arfe; and finally, replacing the existing paving, altar table, statue
of the Apostle, altarpiece of Archbishop Gelmírez and baldachin of Archbishop Alonso de Fonseca with new
versions in Baroque style. The manuscript ends with an explanation of his idea to conceal the mediaeval basilica structure behind newly constructed façades, domes and spires, giving the cathedral a new uniform outward appearance, within the parameters of the new European Baroque style. In this addendum he explains
the technique for building slate spires that is explored later on in this article.
Interestingly, his explanations are illustrated with twelve magnificent drawings of his own creation, representing
the wooden base of the tabernacle of Antonio de Arfe he wished to remove, his own project for replacing the
wooden base of the tabernacle, the tabernacle of Arfe itself, the altarpiece of Archbishop Gelmírez, the appearance of this mediaeval altarpiece in the time of Vega y Verdugo set inside a chest as a cenotaph, his
project for the construction of the new mausoleum for the Apostle’s remains, his first baldachin project, his
second baldachin project, the appearance of the Obradoiro façade at the time, his project for reforming this
façade, an illustration showing how the slates should be installed and fixed to the spires intended for the
Obradoiro façade, and finally, the appearance of the Quintana façade when he wrote the Informe. Unfortunately, the first drawing mentioned in the text has been lost – it initially had thirteen – which detailed his project
for the new lectern. The creation of a collection of this kind by a young Canon may only be understood within
the Spanish context as a result of its author’s stay in Italy. In effect, drawing was not a subject typically learned
by young Spanish nobles, but was amongst the Italians, where there had always been a special sensitivity towards cultivating the arts.
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All of the drawings were first sketched in charcoal and then redrawn in ink. One of them, the second project
for the baldachin, has an overlay that makes it possible to evaluate the reform proposed by the Canon. The
drawing of the Quintana façade once had a similar overlay stuck to the left hand margin of the paper – the
mark may still be seen – which has been lost, but which is referred to when the author states: “the following
drawing shows how it is today (referring to the Quintana façade), and the part that hangs below it shows the
appearance of what should be added” (“el siguiente dibuxo es de cómo está oy y lo que ba pendiente ha a
el ayre de lo que se de[be] añadir” (fols. 42v.-48r.). The drawing of the Obradoiro façade also had similar overlays, “which are lowered from above and are in the air” (“que bajan de arriba [y] que están en el ayre”) with
the project for reforming the front part of the cathedral with what had to be “added or extended” (“añadir o
[a]largar”) (fol. 41v.). Its disappearance means we are no longer able to see the proposals of Vega y Verdugo
for the reform of the cathedral’s chancel and transept. This is not the case for the Obradoiro façade, thanks to
the inclusion of a second illustration showing the appearance the western side would have had if his proposals
had been carried out.
The fact that the three drawings with the Obradoiro and Quintana façades were rediscovered separate from
the manuscript in 1934 by Carro García (1935, pp. 302-311) leads me to suspect that they were unstitched from
the original by Zepedano in 1870, as previously mentioned, in order to publish two lithographs with the illustrations of the cathedral’s façades. I also believe this was the time when the overlays of the Quintana and Obradoiro’s projects were lost, as they got in the way.
In support of his proposals, our prebendary did not make use of erudite quotations, with the exception of one
reference to Vitruvius. In effect, he first demonstrates having read the ancient Roman treatise by affirming that
the measurements for the arts are taken from the human body, and then quotes it as part of his criticism of the
“superintendentes” of the works who lack any artistic knowledge and do not understand the illustrated projects presented to them, nor their proportions: “if the superintendent does not have sufficient knowledge of
the drawing… he will see the work finished before recognising the faults in it (“si el superintendente no tiene
conocimiento bastante del dibuxo... primero berá la obra acabada que reconosca las faltas de ella”) (fol.
10r.).
This dearth of literary references in the Memorial is not due to any lack of reading by the author, but instead to
the fact that he prefers to support his proposals by referring to prestigious monuments and structures in Spain
and Italy, the majority of which I am convinced he had seen in person. The information about the objects, furniture and areas of the cathedral complex in Santiago is logical, considering the theme of the manuscript. So
are the positive or negative comments about other buildings in the city that he knew after living there for six or
seven years. Other references are more difficult to explain, although I believe that the author’s biography will
gradually clarify his connection with them. For example, he mentions the cathedral of Toledo as many as
seven times, a temple he probably knew very well considering its proximity to his place of birth (fols. 6r., 16r.,
19r., 21r. and 22r.). Also, his knowledge of the Royal Properties or buildings connected with the Court was
probably also the result of their geographical proximity to Ciempozuelos: he mentions the Casa de la Panadería in the Plaza Mayor (fol. 40v.), the Palacio del Buen Retiro (fol. 40v.), the Alcázar Real (fol. 40v.), the Palace
of Aranjuez (fol. 40v.) and a “statue of Carlos V” in the Casa de Campo that never actually existed (fol. 33r.). It
is also possible that he had visited Salamanca, a city he mentions four times, on the way to take up his post as
a Canon at the Cathedral of Santiago in May of 1649: he mentions the Church of the Agustines once, with its
marble pieces brought from Naples (fol. 19r.), and the convent of San Esteban three times (fols. 21r. and 22r.).
Finally, he mentions three times the tabernacle from the Cathedral of Seville, made by Juan de Arfe, a city for
which I can find no references of the author having visited before writing the text (fols. 21r. and 22r.). On the
contrary, documentation does exist referring to his stay in Rome for several years, a fact that motivated his referring once to the Pantheon (fol. 26r.) and the Basilica of Saint Peter in the Vatican as many as seven times
(fols. 12v., 15r., 16r., 26r., 25v., 35r. and 35v.).
Yet from all of these mentions, the most outstanding are those dedicated to the Monastery of El Escorial, to
which he refers no less than fourteen times – it is the most frequently quoted building – and which he proves to
know in great detail. The reason is found in the Canon’s biography, specifically during his years as a student at
the Seminary of El Escorial. His knowledge of the building comes from personal observations, his conversations
there, and perhaps, although it does not seem to be the case, from reading texts such as the Historia de la Orden de San Jerónimo by Father José de Sigüenza (Madrid, 1600). From the church, he mentions the choir stalls
and its lectern (fol.6r.), the marble paving (fol. 12r.), the main altarpiece (fols. 15r. and 20r.) and its bronze
statuary (fol. 33r.), the tabernacle of Jacopo da Trezzo (fig. 20r.), the altars (fol. 20v.), the chasubles and the
trappings (fol. 20v.) and the six kings on the façade (fols. 13r. and 15r.). He also refers to the stone paving in the
sacristy and the cloisters (fol. 12r.), and praises the slate on the spires of the monastery’s towers, which we will
refer to later in this article (fol. 40v.).
He focuses special attention on the Royal Pantheon (fols. 13r., 15r., 17r., 18v., 19r., 25v., 26r. and 33r.), and it is interesting to note the anecdote he tells of how “a servant of mine, walking down the stairs of the Pantheon,
which are made of … jasper, proceeded with great care lest they shattered, believing that they were made of
glass. And he begged great pardon before the eyes of all present (“un criado mío, caminando por las escaleras del Panteón, que son de… jaspe, bajaba con tiento porque no se quebrasen, entendiendo que eran de
bidr[i]o. Y a los oxos de todos tuvo mucha disculpa”) (fol. 18v.). These stairs were the last feature to be built in
the Pantheon, with Alonso Carbonel responsible for directing the work from 1648, with the Italian Bartolomé
Zumbigo responsible for the marble sections, which were completed in 1653. The reference to Vega y Ver-
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dugo’s servant having walked down a staircase covered in a marble-like stone indicates that in all likelihood
the Canon visited the Escorial after the entrance was completed in 1653.
Such a large number of comments and references to the Escorial, as I have said the most frequently quoted
model in the manuscript, is due to the fact that when he wrote the text he had just arrived in Santiago after visiting the Royal Monastery, and from talking to some of his former companions at the Seminary, who were by
then cloistered monks of the Order of St. Jerome living in the building, and direct witnesses of everything that
took place there. These references also reveal the tremendous knowledge and appreciation the Canon had
for the monument, and his preference, during those years, for Classicist aesthetics.
SLATE SPIRES IN THE STYLE OF EL ESCORIAL FOR THE OBRADOIRO
Throughout the Memoria, our Canon mentions a series of artistic and constructive techniques that he had seen
in the Monastery of El Escorial and in Rome. One of his most outstanding proposals is for the elements that
would crown the main façade of the cathedral, known as the Obradoiro façade, which he illustrates with
three drawings (fols. 39v.-41v.) (Figs.1-3). The first drawing is the only image that still remains today of the Romanesque façade construced by Maestro Mateo in the thirteenth century, before its destruction in 1738 as a
result of the construction of the present day Baroque façade by the architect Fernando de Casas (Fig.1). It
shows how the central gable end is formed by three openings that correspond to the three naves of the basilica, with the central opening, the widest and highest, crowned by a gigantic rose window with a complex design. The section surrounding the rose window rises above the main body of the central nave, with its own foursided roof finished in brown clay tiles. The gable end is flanked by two towers of unequal height, with similar
roofs. The northern tower is barely any higher than the rose window, while the southern tower is considerably
higher, as it contains the bells.

Figure 1: Appearance of the Obradoiro façade of the Cathedral of Santiago in 1655-1656
Figure 2: Project for the Obradoiro façade with the three spires
Figure 3: Illustration by Vega y Verdugo explaining how to attach the slate to the spires
Vega y Verdugo considers this façade as “one of the finest in Spain”, although it required “some adornment”.
He explains that its appearance is belittled by the presence of the two towers, which he referred to as “two
dovecotes”, and as “eyesores that are looked upon with shame and horror by the local inhabitants, and
which pilgrims and visitors consider as indecent” (“padrastos a quien, con bergüenza y aborrecimiento, miran
los naturales, y los peregrinos y estraños lo notan por indeçente”). As a result, he proposes demolishing the
upper sections and raising both towers to the same height, also building a new arched bell tower. This plan
was complemented with the feature that is of most interest to us: the construction of three gigantic slatecovered spires, two on the towers and one over the rose window, imitating, as the Canon would expressly describe, those built at the Palacio de Aranjuez, the Monastery of El Escorial, the Casa de la Panadería, the Palacio del Buen Retiro and the Alcázar Real, all buildings that he appears to have known. He argued that these
spires were the finest “needles that indicate where the sepulchres are found” (“abujas que señalan donde
están los sepulcros”), referring to the tomb of the Apostle. In order to illustrate his plan, he presented a drawing
of the appearance the cathedral would have if his ideas were carried out (Fig.2). In it we can see that the
spires he proposed were three simple quadrangular pyramids crowned by spheres, presumably made of lead
sheets or possibly gilded bronze, and a metal cross, a finishing element in common use in the architecture of
the time. As Vega y Verdugo explains in the text, the spires shown in the illustration are not as pronounced as
those found in the buildings belonging to the Crown, with their edges curving inwards in the same way as the
spires that then stood on the four towers of the Monastery of El Escorial, his main model, together with the
Pharmacy spire and the College spire that we can see today (Kubler, 1983, p. 142) (Fig.4).
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Figure 4: Spires of the Monastery of El Escorial
Figure 5: Current appearance of the Cathedral
Amongst the first spires of this kind built in Spain are the four from the Monastery of El Escorial, designed by the
architect Juan de Herrera (ca. 1568) and with an undeniably Flemish influence (Bustamante García, 1994, pp.
174-175). These were due to the personal efforts of King Felipe II, who ordered that French and Flemish experts
in their construction should be brought to the court, after admiring similar spires on monuments in northern
Europe. Their success led to spires being used on the churches and palaces belonging to the Crown and its
areas of influence, such as the buildings already mentioned, becoming a distinctive feature of the Baroque
style of Castile and Madrid (Chueca Goitia, 1986, pp. 29-42).
However, in mid-eighteenth century Compostela, there was no tradition of the use of spires, nor any local or
foreign builders who had been instructed in the methods used for their construction: here I refer to the quarrymen responsible for obtaining the slate; the roofers responsible for fixing it in place on the steeply sloping roofs;
and the carpenters specialising in constructing the necessary armature (Cano de Gardoqui, 1991, pp. 291-300
and 1994, pp. 329-339.). Perhaps our Canon planned to solve this lack of skilled workers by requesting help
from the king, Felipe IV, a monarch who was greatly devoted to the Apostle and his cathedral: we should remember that the king had provided funds for the reform work carried out on the chancel in 1643. In any
event, the complete absence of experts in Santiago obliged Vega y Verdugo to explain the carpentry work
on the spire armature in certain detail, and above all the technique used for attaching the slate to the roof. In
the case of the armature, he wrote that it consisted of “a shaft in the middle and centre of the bell tower
space, to which are connected and fixed in place the trusses and braces that give shape and strength to the
spire, which, without rising to too great a height, make it both graceful and secure (“un árbol en el medio y
centro de la estancia del canpanario, de cuyas jarcias y medios y ángulos se aseguran y fijan las tijeras y tercios y trabateles que al chapitel le ban formando y asegurando, con que, sin subirle mucho, le dejen ermosso
y asegurado”). He continues, saying:
I have mentioned this because this will not be shaped in the same way as the other bell towers to which I
have referred (in reference to the palaces of Aranjuez, El Escorial, La Panadería, El Buen Retiro and the Alcázar), and because of the strength and harshness of the winds of this mountain, and having to be constantly repairing the weak points of the tower (in reference to the stability problems affecting the southern
tower). This means that the armature shall be constructed within the bell tower itself. And it may be covered, if considered appropriate, with windows or skylights with lattices, as I have seen in another tower with
windows set into the bell tower (“e querido deçir ésto porque éste no se a de formar como los demás canpanarios que e dicho, así por la aspereça y rigor de los bientos desta montaña, como por yr siempre
reparando la flaqueça de la torre. Con que la armaçón bendrá a estar en el mismo canpanario. Y podrá
cubrirse, si después pareciere, con las bentanas o claraboyas con celosías, como yo e bisto otra torre que
tiene bentanas sobre el canpanario”).
From these words, we may deduce that the spires of Compostela would not have been as high as those
erected on the palaces belonging to the Crown due to the strength of the storms in Galicia, and their structure
would have been anchored into the architecture of the body of the bell tower for greater safety. He also proposed that the slope of the spires should be further secured by installing dormer windows, imitating the spire of
a bell tower that he does not name, and which today is difficult to identify: most of the bell towers seen on
churches in the Community of Madrid have them, particularly the parish churches, including those in the district of Getafe and on the church of Santa María Magdalena en Ciempozuelos, where the author was born
(Corella Suárez, 1979). I do not believe their function would have been to light the interior, as both the rose
window and the bell towers already had exterior openings, but instead would have served for ventilation and
to heighten the aesthetic appearance of the spires. Air flow would have been an important factor, as slate is
neither porous nor a thermal conductor, easily leading to condensation that can rot the wood.
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With regard to the slate covering, the author indicates that each spire should be “completely covered in
elongated, squared slates, of the shape and style of a brick, somewhat thicker than a roof tile, which apart
from being more effective at draining off the water, are most pleasing to the eye” (“todo cubierto de
piçar[r]as prolongadas en esquadro, del tamaño y modo del de un ladrillo, del gruesso de algo menos que
una teja, con que, además de despedir mejor el agua, ermosean mucho”). He then indicates how they
should be installed: “And once in place, each slate should be fixed in place with three nails, overlapping them
so that each covers the holes and nails of the other (“Y de una bez se aseguran para sienpre clabando cada
piçar[r]a con tres clabos y sobrepuniéndolas para que las unas tapen los abujeros y clabos de las otras”). In
order to ensure fuller comprehension of the text, he illustrates his explanation with a drawing of how the slate
slabs should be made, all of equal, rectangular shape, and how they should be laid, which in this case was in
the most simple, ordinary manner: the slates are laid in horizontal rows with the side edges together, with the
rows overlapping and partially covering each other (Fig.3). Also, to avoid the seams coinciding, the slabs were
laid so that each slate is overlapped at the top by two others. The drawing also shows the arrangement of the
three holes used to nail each slate to the armature, with the holes covered by the row above them to prevent
water from seeping through.
It does not appear that our author made use of the treatise by Fray Lorenzo de San Nicolás titled Arte y Uso de
la Arquitectura (Madrid, 1633), volume 1 of which describes both the construction of different types of armatures (chapter 48: Trata de los cortes de las armaduras y de su assiento y fortificación, 81r.-86r.), also offering a
warning of the danger posed by wind, and very briefly, instructions on the installation of slate (chapter 49:
Trata de la suerte que se han de cubrir las armaduras, 88r.). Instead, I believe that the Canon learned about
construction as a result of directly observing the maintenance and renovation work carried out on the monastery of El Escorial, where, as I have previously mentioned, he lived for several years, and on other buildings belonging to the Court, some of which he refers to. Unfortunately, no record exists of whether his proposal for the
spires was accepted. However, if it had been put into practice, the cathedral would have had a very different
appearance to that which we see today (Fig.5).
CONCLUSIONS
The Memoria de la Catedral de Santiago by the Canon José de Vega y Verdugo is an outstanding example
of European artistic literature, a testimony of the values, contributions and innovations of its time, and until now
virtually unknown at international level. It is clear that studying this document is essential in order to fully comprehend the Baroque metamorphosis of the fabric of the mediaeval cathedral, the goal of thousands of pilgrims who travelled the Way of St. James. This paper has also corrected its chronology, earlier than the date
that has been previously cited in the bibliography, in the second half of 1655 or perhaps the first few weeks of
1656, and has analysed the techniques used in the carpentry and slate roofing for the three spires on the
Obradoiro façade, techniques that had never before been used in Santiago, and which were the result of the
experience gleaned at the monastery of El Escorial. How different the appearance of the Cathedral would
have been if the Canon’s recommendations had been followed.
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